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GENERALIZED TECTONIC MAP OF IRAN

S U M M A R Y

Iran is on the southern flank of the Alpine-Himalayan
mountain system and has within its extensive boundaries rocks
ranging from crystalline metamorphics and igneous rocks of Precambrian age to
sediments of Tertiary - Pleistocene age, some of which could be considered
as potentially favourable for uranium deposits. The search for
uranium started about 1959 and in the following years some 40
radioactive anomalies and a small number of uranium occurrences
were identified.

In 1977 the Atomic Energy Organization of Iran

greatly expanded its explorati«n activities and contracted for
895>OOO line kilometres to be flown by three contractors in an
aerial spectrometric

survey designed to cover almost the two

fifths of the whole country. The

follow-up of this survey will

continue for several years.

Purely on the basis of its size (1,648,004 km^), its several
favourable host rock areas, its location on the flank of the
Alpine-Himalayan system and the relatively small amount of
systematic exploration coverage completed todate the Speculative
Potential could be placed in the 50,000 - 10,000.ironnes category.
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- 1A.

IJWRODUCTION AND GENERAL GEOGRAPHY

Iran (jfersia)., ^a kingdom of western Asia, bounded north by the
USSR and the Caspian seaj east by Afghanistan and Pakistani south
by the Persian Gulf and the Gulf of Oman; and west by Iraq and
Turkey, The t o t a l area i s &~}&r&)fymtq9 i w ^ flf648,00^«g^kiffJf_ and--*
Weier 1 filialh fll1 tilie tfiuubiui'ir'alwub' fif^®53"^ Teheran "is~ the c a p i t a l 4

r
Most of Iran is an upland which consists of a central /lateau
and a high mountainous fringe marking it off from surrounding
lowlands. The fringing mountain chains are of considerable width
in the west and^^ithwest, called Zagros,, ajpjL from, all^average
elevation of •SpBe - $@YQ8& Jek}Tise to lg^mTO1 - lj^aOwffrin
?
several places. The northern fringe is narrow in its western part
(Elbytrz fountains <^j^), but.includes the highest^%^"^ions in
Iran (Mount Demaven*Qjj^ IHfrJQn fl., Alam Kuh £S?ffig? Jfr). The
4-,^
eastern, Khurasan, section is a double chain on both sides of a
wide vale. The interior is an immense plateau made up of wide
valleys and depressions separated by low ridges and protracted
mountain ranges, mostly running in norththwest-southeast direction.
In the east, a north-south direction interferes and thus separates
the Iranian from the Afghan-Baluch plateau. Valleys and depressions
generally lose in elevation fromJUie northwesjtyio the southeast, tz-zo-K
>
"L~-^> descendu^L-from about 4r^§&'-^^^0O§t- "to ly'jQ&^t and even less
to f;
than ty=88&=J±. The largest depressions are the Dasht-e Kavir,
southern Dasht-e Lut, the Jaz Mur/tan basin and the Isfahan-Sirjan
valley. The most important interior range runs from south of
"Qom past Yazd and Kerman into the Sarhad-e Bala.
The main contrast is between the dry, desert interior and the
humid outward fringes which receive the bulk of all precipitation
in Iran. The permanent rivers originate in the higher massifs
of this outward fringe. They also bear, with some remarkable
exceptions, the main divide between the closed interior basins and
the outward drainage. There are a great number of seasonal and
episodic streams. Any runoff within the interior basins which
escapes infiltration and evaporation is gathered in salt lakes
(like Urmia or Bakhtegan [Mriz])Jor in salt marshes (kavir), the
surface conditions of which change widely from season to season.
The lowlands possessed by Iran are insignificant in area in
the north j^the Caspian .coast, the Moghan and Atrak steppes) but
more extensive in the south (the Khuzistan plain, the gulf coast).
The climate is subtropical and continental in character. The
summer is long, hot and, except for the hum^d, ^oastlands, extremely
dry. Northern winds prevail. Teheran (^000 f l) has a July mean
temperature of 29° CffifyPg)-.Daily maxima reach 43°-46° C jfcfc*3"H5°"ffJT in July and August, but nights are mostly cool. Above
if ?3o-3,130m C^jQQO - T,0CW""J«Hr the summers are pleasant, and the Iranians call
this zone sardsir, or the cool land. It attracts in summer not
only the flocks but also many people from the hot regions, especially
the southern lowlands.

_ 2 -

In winter wandering depressions bring in mild and humid air
from the Mediterranean eastward over Iran, and the clash of the
air masses curses heavy snowfalls in the north and west and rainstorms in the south. Precipitation in the south is strictly
limited to the winter while in the northern and western uplands
rainfalls until^fApril and even May. These are the regions where
cultivation is feasible upon rainfall alone. They usually receive
over igs»v whereas the higher parts of the Zagros receive SS^b 57—/tf
The Caspian slopes of the Elburz have an annual rainfall of
more than /tfl-aai., the Khurasan ranges barely g£ci». The lowest of
the arid interior basins, the Great Ka,vir, Lut and Seistan, receive less than i^LUm Irregularity of rainfall through the years
lt>c'1/r~ ±3 extraordinary in most parts. , It varies at Teheran from ^aaa 10 c»to more-^fchan ^D-^T^and at Bushire (qv) from below 2 in to more
** /(;yf
than 26=5**?" Permanent snow and glaciers can be found on the
highest summits in the Elburz and Zagros mountains. Elsewhere
the thaw begins in March or April, freeing the pastures for the
annual migration of the pastoral tribes and filling the streams with
water,for irrigation.

~Th^"15bvioiii~~dTvl^!toTT~^Tf"i;"h^"''cl>u^
and border^ [' 7J>
ing mountain ranges in the north and south. Azerbaijan, the east/ijt1"'
e r n borderlands and the Khuzistan plain form separate units,
i

as

Azerbaijan— This is an area of faulted blocks and basins,
largely drained toward the shallow and salty lake of Urmia while
the remainder is drained by the Aras, Little Zab," and Qezel
Owzan,
Zagros Mountains - These are of the Jurassic type; ie,
numerous parallel ranges and valleys corresponding closely to the
underlying fold structure. They form a belt 875 mi. long from
the borders of Azerbaijan to northeast of Bandar Abbas and up to
200 mi. wide. The ranges, of moderate elevation in the north, are
tightly packed and lofty (14,000 ft) in the central section between
the Dez valley and northwest of Shiraz, spread out again in southern Fars and Luristan. Heavy winter snows and many springs.Makran - This is a coastal plain and extended hill-land with
a north-south strike east of Bandar Abbas which soon turns eastward into southwestern Pakistan. The region is extremely arid and
vegetation is scanty. Erosion is heavy in the hills, caused by
occasional .rainstorms in winter, which also flood the coastal plain,
the main area of cultivation.

i

Northern Border Ranges - These comprise two distinct sections;
the Elburz mountains and the border ranges of Khurasan. The Elburz mountains
mountains stretch in a great arc around the southern shores of the
Caspian sea. 'Many peaks exceed 13,000 ft; some bear glaciers
(Takht-e Soleyman, Alam Kuh and Mount Demavent).

(J%

- 3The slope to the Caspian is very steep with many torrential
streams flowing in deep gorges. The southern and drier side has
steep scarps overlooking immense gravel fans.
The CaspMan plain, nowhere more than 25 mi. wide and generally
less, dried out only in postglacial times. From a marshy lagoon
coast it rises gently up to alluvial fans.
The Elburz range declines in height to the east and finally,
at 56 0 E., turns in a southeasterly direction. There the Khurasan
ranges begin, the Kuh-e Aladagh and Kuh-e Bihalud (11,200 ft)
and, north of the Atrak gorge, the Koppeh Dagh (10,000 ft). The
wide valley in between is drained to the west by the Atrak, to the
east by the Kashaf Rud.
Central Plateau - This is far from being the flat, featureless
country so often pictured. It is crossed by a great number of
ranges which, structurally, resemble the marginal folds. In their
topographic appearance they betray the peculiar processes of aris
land formation. Conventionally a long, quasicontinouus chain of
various ranges which runs from west of Qom past Yazd and Kerman
tnto tkeeSarhad-e Bala is called the Central Iranian range. There
are ohter ranges of considerable length; e.g. the Tabbas-Kennan
and the Kuhistan-Sarhad ranges which merge into the Baluchistan folds
The valleys between the ridges have wide sloping sides which are
largely gravel-covered pediments. The depressions axe filled with
silty colluvial masses, drenched in the wet period but, according
to their allinity, covered by salt crusts when dry.

c

Eastern Borderland - The eastern frontier of Iran cuts
right through the grain of the country. In the north it follows
the gorges o-f the lower Hari Rud, in the centre it crosses the
great Seistan depression and in the south' it rraverses the Baluchistan
ridges. The border country is a barren, almost uninhabited region
with an extremely low rainfall, extreme temperatures and violent
winds.
Khuzistan Plain - In this plain the shallow anticlines of the
Zagros foreland gradually die out and the extended gravel fans of
the Karkheh, Dez, Karun and Zohreh rivers merge into the tidal
flats at the head of the Persian gulf (qv). Rainfall diminishes in
the same direction and steppe changes into semidesert, but irrigation
water is plentiful and was used in early times. The Tigris swamps
have always formed an effective barrier to the west.
Unti, 1927 when work on the new railway system was.begun, no
railway construction had been undertaken except a Sute=Sie line from
Teheran to the shrine of Addul Azim. Work on the Trans-Iranian
(north-south) was begun in 1927 and the line was opened for traffic
in 1938. The total length in the mid-1960s was approximately

- 4The Teheran-Tabriz (4&3-nu-) and Teheran-Meshed
lines were in operation in "the mid-1960s. The connection of
Teheran to Tabriz had brought Teheran within reach of Europe
by rail through the old Tabriz-Jolfa (^5=iS.) line. On the southeast line the section between Qom and Kashan was completed by
1957 but by the early 1960s construction work on the remainder
of the line had progressed. The gauge of all these lines is
f
standard excepjj the Tabriz^Jolfa line which is^ five feet. Locomotives
are dies el. <-Wc. •J^yvi'C'5?^-^'^.*?^ < ^ /??/ v >v..4..a^*«. '-- ff7&
i

Roads — The important land routes which passed through"
Persia linking east with west in ancient times fell into decay
with the opening of the seas to navigation. As part of his
policy of centralization and tribal control.Reza Shah initiated a
plan of road construction in which appreciable progress had been
made by 1939° During World War II the important supply routes
were further developed and improved by the occupying forces, although
there was some deterioration afterward. Under the seven-year plan,
however, a scheme was started which aimed to reconstruct, or build
by linking existing sections, six principal north-south and six
principal east-west roads connecting the main cities of Iran and
aggregating nearly 8,000 mi.
The only navigable river of importance is the Karun, which
is navigable by light vessels between Khorramshahr and Ahvaz (112 mi)
The principal airports are at Teheran (Mehrabad) and Abadan.
There are smaller airfields at all the principal towns. The main
international airlines have services in Teheran. Iranian National
Airways maintains internal air service as well as services to
Pakistan and middle east countries.
B.

GEOLOGY OF IRAIf , I F RELATIOF TO POTEM'IALLY
URANIUM BEARING AREAS :

What knowledge of the geology of Iran existed prior to the
search for oil is contained in the work of A F Stahl (1911).
Later, systematic exploration was carried out by the. former. AngloIranian Oil company (AIOC) in the southwest and, after. 1951? by the
National Iranian Oil company (NIOC) over most of the country. In
1959 the NIOC published the first comprehensive geological map of
Iran in which all existing knowledge appears to be synthesized.
The Iranian upland, of which Iran occupies the western twothirds while the remaining part belongs to Afghanistan and Pakistan,
is an important section of the Alpine-Himalayan fold mountain
system. It forms a great loop, the border ranges converging in
the northwest and northeast. Theories of a symmetric arrangement
of folds and nappes on both sides, north and south, of a stable
central (median) mass have proved to be worng. The rocks, formerly
mistaken for the base, were those metamorphosed during an early
Cretaceous orogeny.
A new tectonic pap of Iran wao published late 1973 (Stocklin)
and a geological histi|oy of this country was summarized by Stocklin

(1973).

Jfhick red and green^shales in the Kuh-e Dinar and elsewhere
in the Zagros mountains «g«—&€- -XUin'bj: idjj^gj^, and the rock salt with
various components of the Hormuz and Ravar jieries in the south and
east may be coeval or even older. Old Red Sandstone is widely
.',
.
found in northwest,
northern and eastern Iran- I tfturiaad..intp- *«'-«*«-<<"**»**• M
thick, black ^carboniferous limestone \ ih&rr~V£si .^ouull^WaiiL^au w d . AJ>*TOJ±J "
AS>~fcythe Tethys'sea. Marine sedimentation went on in Triassic time
but in two or Three different facies. During the Lower Jurassic
3000n\
period about 10/000'""bt of d e t r i t a l material with intercalated coal
seams were deposited over most of Iran. This was largely metamorphosed in central Iran during a marked pre-Middle Cretaceous d i a s t r o phism. The resulting land surface was not covered until Vi»^ik^Ss^
Cretaceous, while in the Elbyirz, Koppeh Dagh and Zagros geosyncline
marine sedimentation continued, with various breaks, through Upper
Jurassic and Cretaceous times } through to the Eocene and Oligocene
•juwjBife. The Eocene deposits are mainly limestone in the Zagros ,
Jj
region, with a tuffaceous formation containing basic lava flows, - ^ ^ *** /^*~
JfrGtveen Series*^ in the Elbjirz, and a thick type of flysch in east
and southeast Iran.
The existence of the Central Iranian basin is proved in the
Oligocene prtwmt from the occurrence of the lagoonal Lower Red
formation. It was again intiMMLoa by the southern sea during the
deposition of the oil-bearing Asmari limestone, but was re-established as a closed basin in the Upper Miocene when up to
of salty marls and clays (Upper Red formation) were deposited
corresponding with the Pars formation of the southwest.
Irrespective of various older orogenic movements the main
molding of the Iranian mountain ranges occurred during the Pliocene and even later, as t i l t e d Bakhtiari conglomerates, raised gulf
beaches and active fault lines demonstrate. Autochthonous folding
is juxtaposed on thrusting. The prevailing strike- is northwest^
ssasfefeeets* af'wes-t*****, but strong meridional components are found
• in the east, fracturing has also been a factor in determining the
topography.
_

•
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An additional element was brouglt in by the Plio-Pleistocene
volcanism in Azerbaijan (Kuhha-ye Sabalan, Kuh-e Sahand). Elburz
(Mount Demavend), Kerman (Kuh-e Hazaran. Kuh-e Laleh Zar) and
Baluchistan (Kuh-e Taftan, Kuh-e Bazmanjy. Salt domes of different
ages are widespread in the Persian gulf area and in central Iran.
n
w

'

Iran may be considered to be goverjfeed by two major systems of
folding. The Elb^rz system-commencing West of the Caucasus and
•Turkey.passes through northfwestern Iran forming the Elburz mountains,
continues South to the Caspian, then follows an easterly trend ~ ^ J
continuing into Afghanistapu 'The second or Zagros system begins
3Wft of Azerbaijan and trends"^rpa^Sxng through Kurdistan, Lorestan
and Bakhtiari. It continues along the Perian Gulf and on into
India where i t forms the Himalaya jetsng»» Meu>

^

f
,,,

£, 7/

;
The Elbyirz folds are assymetric and the geological formations
< are predominantly upper Tertiary in age. These formations attain
\ considerable thickness, ranging from 2,000 to 3>000 metres. On the
i eastern side there are numerous faults perpendicular to the
(Sw_direction of folding. Faulting is also in evidence in the Caspian
region.^
The Zagros folding is not intense in the West t~id is fairly
symmetrical forming anticlines and synclines in strata of Pliocene
age.
Following the movement to the Jforth^-|5astf folding becomes more
intense.and also a faulted-thrust zone occur, forming mountains of
greater altitude to a height of about 4,000 meters at Bakhtiari where
Cretaceous rocks occur.
^
In the central plateau, strata of Precambrian, Paleozoic^ Mesozoic,
and h
—t&SKffitgfe early Tertiary age j occur, these la£aer*being~~—- £t
l i t t l e folded and of small thickness. Precambrian outcrops are of
small area,and there i s not much evidence of igneous activity or
metamorphismo
In view of the desert and int^rnsil drainage^co^nditionsjthe
possibility of calcrete-duricrust^j^pc deposits5c^onot be overlooked.

C.

PAST EXPLORATION

M

t

The search for nuclear raw materials in Iran began about 1959
when attention was first directed to an examination of existing
mines and mine dumps and. high radioactivity was found in an old
mine working near Anarak.
During a preliminary survey in 1961, by the former Ministry of
Industry and Mines and the Geological Survey of Iran (GSl) and
with the collaboration of a French expert, some of these indications
were found. Most of the work in this period was concentrated
around the intrusive bodies in the west, northwest and northeast of
the country. The next survey for radioactive minerals was conducted
during 1970 and 1971 by a mission of the French Atomic Energy Commission in
cooperation with the Geological Survey of Iran. In this period most
of the activities were concentrated on sedimentary rocks. The
geological formations which were the primary targets of investigation
are as follows:
-? -

Cambrian - Lalun sandstone
Shemshak Formation

,

Lias (sandstone and schists containing coal and plants;
Middle and Upper Miocene

(Lower Red Formation)

Pliocene (Upper Red Formation)
During these activities numerous surface indications were
observed in a wide area.

- 7In more recent years the Nuclear Power Programme (23,000 Mw
ca/pacity installed up to 1994) adopted by the Atomic Energy
Organization of Iran (AEO.T), impulsed considerably the developing
of nuclear raw materials, creating a specific working group.
Activities started with a critical analysis of the geological
composition of Iran, the interpretation and evaluation of the
known anomalies and by regular field geological reconnaissances,
to select and classify the most favourable areas and formations to
perform a massive airborne gamma-ray spectrometric survey. At
January 1st 1977? all the northern and central-east Iran was
recognized, and contracts were signed to start activities in
June 1977.
A private operator company was created;
sponsored by the AEOIc

URIRAN, which is

The aerial survey contracts were as follows:COMPANY"
(Country)

SURFACE
Km2
290,000
122,000
95,000
149,000

Australia
Germany

1»
2.

Prance

TOTALS

"

~

" ~ 6567060

LIKE
KILOMETERS
310,000
190', 000 '
200,000
195,000

8937OOO"

Simultaneously, the AEOI's group formed its technical staff,
and started with the evaluation of the uraniferous potential in
some selected areas (Centr'l Alborz, Azarbaijan, Beyshabur and
Jaz-Murian Depression), At present, some main potential rock types
were recognised. Acid monzonitic type intrusives in the first
mentioned area, and alkaline syenites, acid'aplitic differentiations
in granites and hydrothermal alterations in trachyandesitic and
rhyolitic tuffs., in the Ahar region. All of these were checked for
abnormal contents of uranium and thorium, with high content in
zirconium, in very la.rge volumes, with, possibly, low or very low
grade (50 to 500 ppmU and 200 to 2000 ppmTh). 2000 m of drilling
activities was carried out. The best potential of this area is
thought in relation with two sedimentary basins (Moghan and TabrizSarab), which contains excellent host rocks.

- 8The Neyshabur Turquoise mine was also explored, in a preliminary
jterm, because of some .uranium occurrences, which do not seem to
be important- In Southern Iran, in the Northern border of the Jaz
Murian Depression, some very recent uranium occurrences were^
discovered, which are now under exploration by ground surveyors,
trenching and drilling. These occurrences, very recent, are in
_stony_ disequilibrium, showing both extrems - with radioactivity and
low uranium content and very low radioactivity in relation to
the U content (around 250 ppm)<, U contents were found between
50 ppm up to 2,000 ppm in small bodies.

D.

.PlM^LP.CQ^MQg3 AMD RESOURCES

Apart from a report by the AEOI that about 40 radioactivpy
anomalies were found in the early surveys and the attached map
(Fig. No l) which shows 13 anomalies in the north and central parts
of the country, very little official information is available
about uranium occurrences in Iran.
The technical press has, at various times reported reputed
discoveries, as for example in 1971 occurrences and deposits of
uranium were reported in the Alborz Mountains, Shemshak and
Meigun areas, and in the Yaza Kerman, Khorrasan and Isfahan regions. •
It was reputed that the best deposits are in the Anarak area, but
new ground checking do not certify it. No details are available.
As recently as August 1977 the AEOI reported the uranium
resources of Iran as zero.
E.

PRESENT STATUS OF EXPLORATION

•

As noted in paragraph 3 "the AEOI greatly expanded its activities
in 1977 and it is issumed that these will continue into future
years and include follow-up ground surveys to the aerial surveys
presently in progress.
P.

POTENTIAL FOR NEW DISCOVERIES
~

~

~

"

.

'

•

"

'

Although Iran has no reported uranium deposits, the potential
appears to be favourable for finding some kind of U deposits.
The possibilities are of the following types:
l) There are many igneous rocks ("granites1', rhyolites and tuffs)
with good characteristics to include "primary uranium deposits of
low to middle grade. Many of the "granites", rhyolites and tuffs
of the NW of Iran (Azarbaijan) have abnormal content of uranium, •
ranging from 50 to 300 ppm, but with high grade in Th (up to
2,000 ppm) and Zr.

• •

- 9In the Central Alborz, the borders of Tertiary intrusive
granites shows microsyenitic dykes (which also penetrate in the
country rocks) with abnormal content of U (up to 1500 ppm), Th (up
to 3,000 ppm) and Fb (up to 3?000 ppm), and also including a rich
and thin veinlet• of radioactive minerals (pyrochlore?).
2.
There are some continejfcal and transitional formations with $
favourable lithology to include uranium deposits of the "sandstone
type". Among these the Lower Cambrian Lalun Sandstone bears
uranium occurrences in some places, and the lower Jurassic Shemshak
Pm, with coal beds and organic debris includes several uranium
occurrences, generally of low grad.e (up to 200 ppm), in many
localities of Iran* The Middle Jurassic Hodjek Fm of Central Iran
offers excellent lithology in this regard, as well as many Tertiary
formations, which are surrounded, by igneous rocks having $*ood_e-hai^a
characteristicsks uranium source rocks.
•
'
The discovery of uranium occurrences of very recent age in
Oligocene to Miocene sediments of the Jaz-Murian Depression ^
(of Iran) is illustrative &n this regard, where the uranium was
leached from Tertiary altered rhyolites and tuffs, and also from
granites, which all together bound the northern border of the
northern border of the basin,
3o
Phosphatic levels are known in some Iranian formations, mainly
in the Devonian and in the Cretaceous-Tertiary contact, which show
some low grade uranium content. The phosphatic beds are very thin
and seemjf to have small uraniferous interest, but it could be
expected to find some more interesting occurrences in phosphatic
rocks connected with those of North Africa and URSS.
4.
The closed interior drainage basins have climate favourable
for calcrete deposits similar to Australia and Somalia. These
would occur in the Khorasan and asht e Lut portions in the Central
Plateau.
Ho description of Precambrian conglomerates wes found in the
literature, James mentions a section of the geologic column of this
age. There is some possibility of these rocks existing.
In view of the above but mainly on the basis of its great
size (1,648,004 km^), the
several favourable host rock areas,
its location on the southern flank of the Alpine-Himalayan system
and. the relatively small amount of systematic uranium exploration
completed to date, Iran must be considered as having a relatively
good potential for uranium. The Speculative Potential is placed
in the 50»000 ^° 100,000 tonnes uranium category, possibly reduced
inlow grade ores.
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